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Abstract28
Planetary magnetospheres receive plasma and energy from the Sun or moons of29
planets, and consequently stretch magnetic field lines. The process may last for varied30
time scales at different planets. From time to time, energy is rapidly released in the mag-31
netosphere, and subsequently precipitated into the ionosphere and upper atmosphere. Usu-32
ally, this energy dissipation is associated with magnetic dipolarization in the magneto-33
sphere.This process is accompanied by plasma acceleration and field-aligned current for-34
mation, and subsequently auroral emissions are often significantly enhanced. Using mea-35
surements from multiple instruments onboard the Cassini spacecraft, we reveal that mag-36
netic dipolarization event at Saturn could reoccur after one planetary rotation, and name37
them as recurrent dipolarization. Three events are presented, including one from the day-38
side magnetosphere, which has no known precedent with terrestrial magnetospheric ob-39
servations. During these events, recurrent energisations of plasma (electrons or ions) were40
also detected, which clearly demonstrate that these processes shall not be simply attributed41
to modulation of planetary periodic oscillation, although we do not exclude the possibility42
that the planetary periodic oscillation may modulate other processes (e.g., magnetic re-43
connection) which energises particles. We discuss the potential physical mechanisms for44
generating the recurrent dipolarization process in a comprehensive view, including aurora45
and energetic neutral atom emissions.46
1 Introduction47
In Saturn’s magnetosphere, sources of energy and plasmas include the solar wind48
ejected from the Sun, moons and rings embeded within the system, and the planetary at-49
mosphere [Blanc et al., 2015]. Energy loading processes occur when electrical currents50
driven by plasma dynamics reshape the magnetosphere from its steady-state configuration.51
During the loading process, the planetary magnetic field becomes stretched, which corre-52
sponds to the formation of ring currents on the magnetodisc [Arridge et al., 2008]. Both53
the solar wind and rapid planetary rotation can drive such energy loading processes, with54
the rapid planetary rotation usually loading energy much faster than solar wind processes55
[Yao, 2017].56
Magnetospheric dynamics often produce a rapid energy release from Saturn’s mag-57
netosphere, which subsequently drives particle precipitation into the ionosphere and upper58
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atmosphere of Saturn [Kivelson, 2005]. The rapid energy dissipation perturbs the current59
system in both the magnetosphere and ionosphere, reconfiguring the magnetospheric mag-60
netic field, powering aurorae in the atmosphere. The magnetospheric and ionospheric phe-61
nomena are physically connected by field-aligned currents [Talboys et al., 2009; Bunce62
et al., 2010; Schippers et al., 2012] and field-aligned accelerated ions and electrons [Saur63
et al., 2006; Mitchell et al., 2009a,b; Yao et al., 2017a]. The magnetic field reconfigura-64
tion in the magnetosphere is well known as magnetic dipolarization, i.e., the magneto-65
spheric currents divert into the ionosphere, and thus the dipole magnetic field from the66
planet dominates the near planet space. The dipolarization process has been reported at67
Earth [Hesse and Birn, 1991; Lui, 1996; Angelopoulos et al., 2008], Mercury [Slavin et al.,68
2010], Saturn [Jackman et al., 2007] and Jupiter [Kronberg et al., 2005]. However, it is69
not always easy to distinguish between a magnetic field change caused by the global cur-70
rent diversion from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere [McPherron et al., 1973] and71
the magnetic field modified by a local current system [Yao et al., 2013] from in-situ data.72
Moreover, Yao et al. [2017b] demonstrated that there are two fundamentally different pro-73
cesses that can produce the dipolarization-like magnetic signature at both the Earth and74
Saturn, while only the global current diversion is expected to produce a global scale inten-75
sification of aurora.76
Saturn’s magnetosphere also rapidly rotates [Espinosa et al., 2003], which naturally77
impose the spatial variations of magnetic field in azimuthal direction on the the in-situ78
measurements from spacecraft. Because Saturn’s magnetosphere is rotating, a spacecraft79
would naturally measure longitudinal variation. The longitudinal variation could be any80
component of the magnetic field. Moreover the measured magnetic field could also be81
modulated by planetary periodic oscillation (PPO) [Espinosa and Dougherty, 2000; Cowley82
et al., 2006]. The two systematic effects do not exist at terrestrial magnetotail, in which83
region the dynamics are usually compared with giant planets. Two PPO-related current84
systems (northern and southern hemispheres) combine together to modulate Saturn’s mag-85
netodisc [Andrews, 2011; Provan et al., 2012; Hunt et al., 2015], and thus produce sinu-86
soidal variation of magnetic fields or periodic crossings of the magnetospheric current87
sheet [Arridge et al., 2011]. In addition to the dual rotating current systems, Brandt et al.88
[2010] reveal that the electrical currents driven by the asymmetric pressure distribution89
composed of energetic particle distributions can also produce similar planetary periodic90
magnetic perturbations.91
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Regarding that many planetary modulations of magnetic fields are absent at Earth,92
analogy of magnetic signatures (e.g., magnetic dipolarization, magnetic islands etc.) is93
not straightforward. Fundamentally different magnetospheric dynamics between Saturn94
and Earth are also reflected in their very different auroral dynamics. At Earth, auroral en-95
hancements are usually very explosive (i.e., at a time scale of a few minutes) [Lui et al.,96
2008; Henderson, 2009], while at Saturn the enhancements can last for a few hours [Nichols97
et al., 2014; Radioti et al., 2016]. Besides the different time scales, previous studies also98
clearly demonstrate that Saturn auroral breakup region is rotating along Saturn’s spin di-99
rection, which is fundamentally different from auroral breakup at Earth [Akasofu, 1964].100
Most likely the rotating of Saturn’s auroral breakup region would require a rotating field-101
aligned current system and a rotating precipitating magnetospheric source.102
The precise connection between auroral dynamics and magnetospheric dynamics at103
Saturn remains poorly understood. A major reason is the high variability of both auroral104
morphology and magnetospheric dynamics, particularly in the high latitude polar region105
and their magnetospheric counterpart [Grodent et al., 2005; Stallard et al., 2008; Radioti106
et al., 2014, 2015; Mitchell et al., 2016]. The highly dynamical auroral emissions are as-107
sociated with the formation of field-aligned current system that couples the magnetosphere108
and the ionosphere [Bunce et al., 2008; Yao et al., 2017b], as well as plasma waves in the109
magnetosphere (e.g., Yao et al. [2017c]). In addition to these high variabilities, Badman110
et al. [2006] present strong dawn-dusk asymmetry of auroral intensity, which strongly evi-111
dence the impact of solar wind.112
Regarding the many differences in magnetospheric environments and auroral dynam-113
ics at Saturn and Earth, many similarities of fundamental plasma processes still exist at114
these planets, e.g., magnetic reconnection and dipolarization. For example, similarities of115
magnetic dipolarization process have often been reported, including particle acceleration116
[Arridge et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2017b; Smith et al., 2018], field-aligned current formation117
[Jackman et al., 2013, 2015], planetward bursty flow [Thomsen et al., 2014] and tailward118
plasmoid phenomena [Jackman et al., 2011]. It is intriguing to identify both the similar-119
ities and differences in the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling processes between both120
planets. In this paper, we report recurrent magnetic dipolarization events at Saturn. The121
dipolarization process at Saturn is similar to the terrestrial dipolarization, while the re-122
current feature is unknown at Earth. We also reveal the plasma features associated with123
these recurrent dipolarization events, and discuss their potential mechanisms by taking into124
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account of results from multiple datasets (i.e.„ magnetic fields, ions and electrons at differ-125
ent energies, aurorae, energetic neutral atom (ENA)). Their potential relations to ENA and126
auroral enhancements are also discussed in this study.127
2 Observations128
In this section, we detail three recurrent dipolarization events (note that each recur-129
rent dipolarization includes two individual dipolarization events separately by about one130
planetary rotation period) at Saturn with observations made by multiple instruments on-131
board the Cassini spacecraft. In the Cassini dataset, we do not identify a dipolarization132
that appeared three times in succession, which could due to two possible reasons, 1) the133
recurred dipolarization is a persist structure that corotates with the planet and has a life-134
time of less than two planetary rotations, 2) within two planetary rotations, Cassini would135
travel a relatively large distance, and therefore not likely to measure a structure with lim-136
ited spatial scale more than twice. From the periodic nature of ENA revealed in previous137
studies [Brandt et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2009a], we intend to suggest the second reason138
in this study, although we could not exclude the possibility of the first situation. Cassini-139
MAG [Dougherty et al., 2004] provides magnetic field. Cassini-CAPS onboard Cassini140
[Young et al., 2004] provide low energy electron measurements with the CAPS-ELS de-141
tector and ion measurements with the CAPS-IMS detector. The energetic particle data142
used in this paper were collected by the Low Energy Magnetospheric Measurement Sys-143
tem (LEMMS) of the Magnetosphere Imaging Instrument (MIMI) [Krimigis et al., 2004].144
The auroral images of Saturn’s polar region were obtained from the UVIS spectrograph145
[Esposito et al., 2004].146
2.1 Recurrent dipolarization event 1: 07 August 2009147
Figure 1 shows the overview of the magnetic fields and plasma data observed by148
the Cassini spacecraft on 07 August 2009. The 1-min resolution magnetic fields shown149
in Figure 1(a-c) are provided in Kronographic Radial-Theta-Phi (KRTP) coordinate sys-150
tem. This is a Saturn-centered coordinate: radial vector r is directed from Saturn’s cen-151
ter to the spacecraft, the azimuthal component φ is parallel to the direction of corotation152
and the southward θ completes the right-hand set. Figure 1d and 1e show the differen-153
tial electron energy flux measured by the CAPS-ELS detector and differential ion energy154
flux from the CAPS-IMS Singles (SNG) data product. Figure 1f and 1g shows electron155
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and ion counts fluxes at higher energies measured by MIMI instruments. During this pe-156
riod, Cassini was located pre-midnight between 20.6 and 20.9 Saturn local time (SLT),157
at latitudes from ∼ 9◦N to 11◦N north of Saturn’s equatorial plane and at radial distance158
from R ∼ 30 to 32 RS (1 RS = 60268 km). Magnetic fields show clear planetary period159
oscillation (PPO) (please see the supporting document S1 for a longer period of magnetic160
field, which has been discussed in previous literature (e.g., Clarke et al. [2006], Cowley161
et al. [2006], Andrews et al. [2012], [Provan et al., 2018]). On top of the regular magnetic162
PPO, we notice two distinctive Br decreases from ∼3 nT to ∼2 nT (marked by the vertical163
dashed black lines). The separation between these two Br decreases is 11 hours, almost164
exactly a planetary rotation period. We therefore call them recurrent dipolarization events,165
following similar descriptions (e.g., recurrent acceleration events) used in Mitchell et al.166
[2009a]. The first Br decrease was accompanied by Bθ increase from ∼1 nT to ∼ 2 nT.167
Meanwhile, enhancement of electron flux was also observed during the two Br decrease168
periods. These are typical signatures of magnetospheric current re-distribution dipolariza-169
tion (CRDD), as defined in Yao et al. [2017b]. More details on this event can be found170
in Yao et al. [2017b]. In the present study, our major focus is the long-term view of the171
dipolarization process, and the associated energetic particles. It is important here to re-172
mind that the identification of dipolarization must rely on both the decrease of Br and the173
increase of Bθ . Br decrease is more indicative when a spacecraft is in the outer plasma174
sheet, while increase of Bθ usually serves as a good indicator when spacecraft is near the175
central current sheet. Plasma energisation could serve as a good indicator to determine176
whether a process is dipolarization or a pure current sheet flapping [Yao et al., 2017d]. In177
our study, we clearly notice a large Br during the whole period, therefore we would need178
to treat Br as the key indicator of a dipolarization process. To distinguish between the two179
dipolarization processes, we named the dipolarization observed at ∼ 01:50 UT as DP1180
(the first vertical dashed black line), and the one observed at ∼ 12:50 UT as DP2 (the sec-181
ond vertical dashed black line). For DP1 and DP2, Cassini ion instruments did not record182
any significant flux enhancements with energies from a few eV to hundreds keV. However,183
electron fluxes were enhanced with energies from ∼ 100 eV to ∼ 500 keV.184
In Figure 2, we compare the measured magnetic fields from DP1, DP2 and the mea-185
surements from one rotation prior to DP1 that could set as a baseline. The three 8h-periods186
are marked by the blue (2009 August 06/13:00 UT to 21:00 UT), black (2009 August187
07/00:00 UT to 08:00 UT) and red (2009 August 07/11:00 UT to 19:00 UT) patches at188
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the top of Figure 2a. As shown in Figure 2b, a general consistent trend in the magnetic189
field’s main component Br is obvious for the three periods. During the baseline period190
(blue curve), Br component changes smoothly, which includes effects from both the PPO’s191
modulation and magnetosphere’s rotation. Comparing to the baseline variation, the most192
significant differences of Br during DP1 and DP2 periods exist between T0 + 1 h and T0 +193
5 h. For the decrease of Br , the magnitudes of decrease and the time scales were remark-194
ably similar. The recurrent dipolarization event (DP1 and DP2) is significantly different195
from background variation (blue dashed curve in Figure 2b), and the two dipolarization196
events look like very localised structures since the variation return to background profile197
rapidly. Therefore the recurrent dipolarization event is clearly different from the PPO’s198
modulation of long-term scale variation. Moreover, electrons shown in Figure 1g were199
accelerated up to ∼ 500 keV, strongly evidence that there was an efficient acceleration ac-200
companying these structures, instead of a pure modulation process.201
2.2 Recurrent dipolarization event 2: 06 February 2009202
Figure 3 presents overview of another recurrent dipolarization event observed on 06203
February 2009 with the same format as Figure 1. This event was detected one day prior204
to Cassini’s Titan flyby (T-50), when Cassini was outbound traveling from R ∼ 18.7 to205
19.6 RS , at latitudes from ∼ −25◦ to -7◦ south of Saturn’s equatorial plane, and at pre-206
noon from 9.5 to 10 SLT. Similar to event 1, a clear PPO modulation of magnetic fields207
is shown in Figure 3(a-c) (please see the supporting document S2 for a longer period of208
magnetic field. The two dashed vertical lines indicate two Bθ enhancements, accompanied209
by Br decreases. As shown in Figure 3d and 3e, ∼ 1 keV ions and few hundreds eV elec-210
trons were observed prior to the two dipolarization, indicating that the Cassini spacecraft211
was in the central plasma sheet but not at its outer boundary or in the lobe region (the212
case of Event 1).213
As shown in Figure 3d and 3f, ion fluxes are enhanced at energies from ∼ 1 keV214
to ∼ 200 keV, which is significantly different from the Event 1. It is unclear whether this215
difference is caused by different locations (i.e., inner and outer current sheet), or due to216
different acceleration mechanisms. During the dipolarization processes, ambient electrons217
with energies at a few hundreds of eV were sufficiently accelerated to a few keV (Figure218
3e). Moreover, energetic electrons with energy up to 500 keV were also significantly en-219
hanced. For the energetic ions (Figure 3f, mostly protons) and electrons (Figure 3g), a220
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pulsation (1-2 hours) that has been often identified in Saturn’s magnetosphere (e.g., Rous-221
sos et al. [2016] and [Palmaerts et al., 2016]), was clearly identified for the first dipolar-222
ization, while was absent for the second one. The pulsations of electrons and ions were223
also detected at energies of a few keV by the CAPS instruments (Figure 3d and e). It is224
unclear whether the absence of pulsation in the second dipolarization is due to a differ-225
ent plasma process or not. There is a boundary likely associated with spatial variation as226
marked by the purple vertical line, which might be associated with the approaching to Ti-227
tan. This boundary can be seen clearly from all three field components, indicating that the228
field has a markedly different character. Although no literature that we are aware of has229
explained why the approaching to Titan could produce dropout of plasma fluxes, we have230
identified many similar feature during other Cassini’s other approaches to approach Titan.231
Since it is not a major scope of the present study, we do not go further into Titan’s inter-232
action with Saturn’s magnetosphere in this research.233
2.3 Recurrent dipolarization event 3: 19 September 2010234
Event 3 was observed on 19 September 2010, when Cassini was located post-evening235
at ∼ 20 SLT, near-equator with latitudes at ∼ −4◦ south hemisphere and at radial distance236
from R ∼ 32 to 29 RS . As demonstrated in Thomsen et al. [2017], PPO modulation of237
magnetic fields often shows asymmetries between northbound and southbound crossings238
in 2010. The asymmetric PPO modulation signature is clearly presented in Figure 4(a-c)239
(please see the supporting document S3 for a longer period of magnetic field), i.e., the240
north to south crossings were much more rapid than south to north crossings (or Br posi-241
tive to negative changing was quicker than negative to north changing). Within the large-242
scale modulation, rapid enhancements of Bθ were observed at the trailing phase of each243
period, which was also accompanied by short-duration wiggle structures in Br and Bφ244
components. The two distinctive Bθ enhancements are separated by about 10.7 hour, al-245
most a planetary rotation. Since the spacecraft was very close to the equator (indicated by246
the small latitude and small Br ), therefore the variation of Bθ shall be considered as the247
most important indicator, which is very different from the situation when a spacecraft was248
in outer current sheet, for example in event 1.249
As shown in Figure 4d and 4e, ions and electrons remained roughly at ambient ener-250
gies. The fluxes of electrons and ions were enhanced for the first dipolarization, while no251
significant during the second dipolarization for this recurrent event. The ion counts shown252
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in Figure 4f show slight enhancements associated with the two dipolarization periods at253
relatively low energy channels (< 100 keV). From Figure 4g, we also see that there was a254
very slight enhancement in energetic electrons with energies below 100 keV. The pulsating255
enhancements of energetic electrons between 14 UT to 16 UT are likely associated with256
the rotation of spacecraft during this period. From the electron flux shown in Figure 4e,257
we do not see clearly energisation of electrons and sharp boundary to distinguish between258
the pre-dipolarization and after dipolarization populations, therefore we could conclude259
that the pair of dipolarization events are current redistribution dipolarization rather than260
dipolarization front as defined in Yao et al. [2017b].261
In this event, Cassini was relatively close to the central plasmadisc, and was able to262
provide ion velocity components, as shown in Figure 4h. The pair of dipolarization events263
were accompanied with significant bulk flow in the planetary corotating direction. The264
peak flow velocity for the first dipolarization was about 360 km/s, and for the second was265
about 250 km/s. The both velocity are very close to the rigid corotating velocity (∼ 300266
km/s), and the greater than planetary rotating velocity during the first dipolarization is also267
been explained as supercorotating return flow from reconnection in Saturn’s magnetotail268
[Masters et al., 2011]. The relation between fast plasma flow and magnetic dipolarization269
is very complicated and remains controversial even by combining multiple datasets from270
multi-probe mission and ground stations in terrestrial research [Keiling et al., 2009; Yao271
et al., 2012]. Since their relation is not one major focus of this paper, we therefore do not272
go further on this point.273
3 Discussion274
Magnetic reconnection, substorm dipolarization, current disruption and field-aligned275
current formation are strongly coupled processes. At Earth these processes usually take276
place in nightside magnetotail, with a preference at pre-midnight local time [Runov et al.,277
2017]. In giant planetary magnetospheres, internal drivers usually dominate magneto-278
spheric dynamics, and would lead to a preference during post-midnight local times [Va-279
syliunas, 1983]. The survey of dipolarization events in the nightside magnetosphere also280
revealed higher occurrences during post-midnight [Smith et al., 2018]. Although previous281
investigations on magnetic dipolarization are restricted to the nightside magnetosphere, it282
may need to be updated, since the magnetic reconnection process that is strongly coupled283
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to dipolarization has been recently proposed by Delamere et al. [2015] and observed by284
Guo et al. [2018] to take place in Saturn’s dayside magnetodisc.285
Bend back configuration of magnetic field is an expected feature produced by net286
mass outflow, and bend forward configuration is expected to follow magnetic reconnection.287
By surveying bend forward magnetic configuration from 2004 to 2012 with Cassini-MAG288
instrument, Delamere et al. [2015] revealed that reconnection could take place in all lo-289
cal times. Furthermore, they show high probabilities of reconnection at postnoon sectors,290
and proposed "drizzle-like" process to explain their observations. Furthermore, Guo et al.291
[2018], using Cassini in-situ measurements, identified the reconnection associated Hall292
current system and reconnection accelerated plasma (including electrons and ions) in near-293
noon magnetodisc for the first time. Guo et al. [2018] also detailed that the reconnection294
produced acceleration of heavy ions, and pulsating energetic electrons. Following these295
studies, we would naturally expect magnetic dipolarization process to exist in Saturn’s day-296
side magnetosphere. In this study, event 2 was observed at about 10 SLT, which further297
evidences that the internal processes are important in driving dayside magnetospheric dy-298
namics, and demonstrates that magnetic dipolarization processes to exist in Saturn’s day-299
side.300
The recurrent nature of dipolarization is very intriguing, leading to many open ques-301
tions. One of the major difficulties is to distinguish between spatial variation and temporal302
variation from single spacecraft’s in-situ measurements. The recurrent magnetic dipolar-303
ization events could be detected if a dipolarized region corotates with Saturn, or explained304
as a not yet known PPO-modulated phenomenon. Each of them also has fundamental dif-305
ficulties to be compatible with some previous observations.306
3.1 Implications from the rotation of auroral breakup sites and ENA emissions at307
Saturn308
A natural explanation for recurrent phenomena would be corotation of magneto-309
spheric sources. If a dipolarized region could corotate with the planet, we could then ex-310
pect to measure the same structure after one planetary rotation. This would also perfectly311
explain why DF1 and DF2 in event 1 are so consistent, as shown in Figure 2b. Moreover,312
rotation of magnetospheric sources (e.g., ENA enhancements) and their consequent auro-313
rae has been extensively studied. The rotation of magnetospheric source at up to 30 RS314
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in the night would cause a mystery: what would happen when the source experiences the315
dayside interaction? Besides the current system in the magnetodisc, the chapman-Ferraro316
current system on magnetopause induced by solar wind can also make the magnetosphere317
asymmetric. The magnetopause current leads to a day-night asymmetry in the magneto-318
sphere, indicating that the magnetic field lines extend farther from the planet at the night-319
side than the dayside (similar to the Earth, see Figure 1 in Hones [1963] ). Therefore, due320
to the aforementioned asymmetry and the asymmetric flow patterns inside the magneto-321
sphere (e.g., Dialynas [2018] and Allen et al. [2018]), the events that are discussed in the322
present study could naturally remain inside the magnetopause at a closer distance when323
they reach the dayside. the first event (on 7 August 2009) was observed at about 30 RS in324
postdusk sector, we could also expect the site to remain in the magnetosphere following325
the dawn-dusk asymmetry revealed by Pilkington et al. [2015], who showed from Cassini’s326
large dataset that the magnetosphere extends farther from the planet on the dawnside of327
the planet by 6% to 8%. Since there is no similar modeling study that we are aware of at328
Saturn as Hones 1963 performed for the Earth, we could not quantify the dayside location329
that corresponds to the nightside at 30 RS .330
Subcorotation of aurora at Saturn has been reported in previous research. Using331
measurements from Hubble Space Telescope, Grodent et al. [2005] showed that the bulk332
auroral emission region is rotating at 65% ± 10% of the angular velocity of rigid planetary333
rotating velocity. Angular velocity for some extreme isolated auroral structures constantly334
decreases with time, down to 20◦ per hour. Similar evidence that aurora sub-corotates335
with planet has also been provided by measurements from Cassini-UVIS instrument (e.g.,336
Radioti et al. [2014] and Mitchell et al. [2016]).337
To demonstrate how auroral breakup region rotates, we here quantify the angular338
rotating velocity of a typical auroral intensification event on DOY 129, 2008, which has339
also been discussed in detail by Mitchell et al. [2016]. The aurora sequence consists of 24340
images, from 08:08 UT to 13:39 UT. We specifically focus on a distinctive dawnside au-341
roral intensification from 08:53 UT to 11:53 UT. A sequence of auroral images is shown342
in Figure 5a, with 1-hour separation between them. It is clear that the auroral patch was343
rotating and enhanced (also expanded) during this sequence. We need to point out that344
there is no perfect method to quantify the rotating angular velocity for such a dynamic345
structure. In this study, we provide an empirical method to quantify potential lower and346
upper limits of the rotating angular velocity. We integrate aurora intensity over latitude347
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between 68 deg to 76 deg (indicated by the two ocher circles), and obtained an intensity348
distribution along local time for each image, as shown in Figure 5b. From 08:53 UT to349
11:53 UT, the intensity has clearly enhanced, and distributed in a wider local time range,350
with an obvious bulk shift in local time. In Figure 5c, we add an angular velocity of 1.2351
SLT per hour (SLT/h) for the profiles of 08:53 UT, 09:53 UT and 10:53 UT, and obtain a352
consistency in the trailing edge (i.e., low local time) of these profiles of enhanced aurora353
intensity for the four given times, to be compared with the profile at 11:53 UT. Similarly,354
if we add a rotating angular velocity of 1.5 SLT/h for these profiles, we can find a good355
consistency on their leading edges (i.e., high local time) in Figure 5d, with the exception356
for the 08:53 UT profile. The 08:53 UT profile shows a similar center to other profiles in357
Figure 5d. The 08:53 auroral intensification was limited in a much narrower region than358
the other three, and therefore we shall not aim to match the boundary of 08:53 UT profile359
to determine a rotating velocity. From Figure 5c and 5d, we suggest that the rotating an-360
gular velocity of this auroral intensification region was from 1.2 to 1.5 SLT/h, i.e., 53%361
to 66% of the rigid planetary rotating angular velocity. This result is consistent with the362
multicase statistical results in Grodent et al. [2005].363
Auroral intensification has also been found to co-exist with enhancement in ENA364
emission at the same local time [Mitchell et al., 2009a], which provides a stronge evidence365
that the ENA emission is likely associated with the magnetospheric source of aurorae.366
Their results may suggest either that the ENA region is the source for aurora, or that the367
ENA enhancement and aurora are two individual consequences of the same magneto-368
spheric dynamics. Therefore, dipolarization, enhancement of the ENA emission is strongly369
connected with auroral enhancements, which is believed to be associated with magnetic370
dipolarization, and they likely represent three different views of the same magnetosphere-371
ionosphere coupling dynamics. ENAs are charge-exchange products between fast ions and372
background neutral gas populations, resident in Saturn’s magnetosphere (mainly sourced373
from Enceladus water vapor plumes [Waite et al., 2006]). It is important to have in mind374
that ENAs carry not only spectral information, but also compositional information of the375
source plasma, i.e. are always of the same species as their parent ion population, indepen-376
dently of the target neutral gas distribution and therefore, they can be considered as long377
distance communicators of the processes that their parent ion distributions undergo (e.g.378
Dialynas et al. [2013], for details).379
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Auroral intensification region for the event presented in this study rotates with 53%380
to 66% of planetary rotating velocity, which is also in consistency with previous studies.381
The enhanced ENA emission on average rotates at angular velocity ranging from ∼ 28◦/h382
at 5 RS to ∼ 21◦/h between 10 and 20 RS , corresponding to 85% and 64% of rigid coro-383
tation [Carbary and Mitchell, 2014]. We also notice that it is difficult to determine ro-384
tating velocity of enhancement of ENA emission for individual events, as the shape of385
ENA emission is usually very dynamic. However, the angular velocity for long-duration386
ENA potentially can be accurately determined. For example, if an ENA event lasts for one387
planetary rotation, then a shape change of 1-2 hours in local time would only involve an388
uncertainty of less than 10%. On average, ENA emissions are found to subcorotate with389
planet without distinguishing the different mechanisms generating these ENA emissions.390
However, rigidly corotating ENA emission enhancement can also often be identified, for391
example, Krimigis et al. [2007] present a rigidly corotating ENA emission event that lasted392
for longer than one planetary rotation, which is associated with enhanced partial ring cur-393
rents. Other near corotating ENA emission enhancement events can also be found from394
the online dataset (http://cassini-mimi.jhuapl.edu/PDS_Volumes/COMIMI_I001/395
BROWSE/)396
Many potential mechanisms may lead to enhancements of ENA emissions in Sat-397
urn’s magnetosphere (e.g., enhancement of partial ring currents [Krimigis et al., 2007],398
plasma injection [Mauk et al., 2005] and Titan’s interaction with Saturn’s magnetosphere399
[Mitchell et al., 2005]), and probably different mechanisms would produce different angu-400
lar velocities. Moreover, the ENA angular velocity may evolve during the rotation, since401
it would constantly interact with the electromagnetic environment. Here we speculate that402
the ENA emission enhancements associated with dipolarization process would have high403
rotating velocity, and may even rigidly corotate with the planet. Besides ENA emission,404
we also propose a physical picture to connect the corotating dipolarized region and sub-405
cororating auroral intensification, which is illustrated in Figure 6. A corotating dipolarized406
site, as indicated by the blue lines in Figure 6a, rotates from 0h LT to 24h LT every plan-407
etary rotation period, and can be observed by an observer (the green arrow on the left)408
only once during each rotation. Note that here we assume that the observer’s position does409
not significantly change in latitude and local time in the time scale of planetary rotation410
period, which is the case for Cassini spacecraft in the magnetosphere at the time to make411
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observations that we used in this study. The orange cloud in Figure 6a illustrates how the412
local time position of the aurora intensification site changes with time.413
Unlike the enhanced ENA emissions or dipolarization process that could last for414
longer than one planetary rotation period, auroral intensification structure usually decays415
in a few hours. This is understandable, as auroral intensification are generally caused by416
enhanced electron precipitations, which would disappear after a few electron bouncing417
periods if no new source fills in the loss cone of the particle distributions when the en-418
ergy source of aurora is exhausted. ENA emission suggests trapped energetic particles419
in the magnetosphere and dipolarization suggests a relaxed state of the magnetosphere.420
The trapped energetic population could exist much longer time than the transient auro-421
ral emissions. The transient auroral intensification usually suggest an enhancement of422
electron precipitation and formation of field-aligned currents, which is a consequence of423
magnetospheric currents diversion into the ionosphere. During this process, azimuthal424
magnetic field component is expected to decrease, and to form a sharp spatial gradient425
that corresponds to formation of field-aligned currents [Balogh et al., 1992; Cowley et al.,426
2008]. The rapid decrease in azimuthal component Bφ would produce a change of mag-427
netic geometry, and hence would change the footpoint of magnetospheric source in the428
ionosphere. Therefore, during a transient process like magnetic dipolarization that in-429
volves field-aligned current formation, the footpoint of magnetospheric site would move430
in azimuthal direction, meaning that conjugated sites in the magnetosphere and ionosphere431
could rotate at different angular velocity.432
As illustrated in Figure 6b, the magnetic field line in equatorial plane would change433
from the black curve to the red curve, and therefore the footpoint of the magnetospheric434
source would drift opposite to planetary rotation. In below description, the subscript ms435
refer to the magnetosphere, and ion refer to the ionosphere. Ams-Aion and Bms-Bion rep-436
resent the two red field lines in a steady-state magnetospheric configuration, the Ams-Aion437
line would move to Bms-Bion if the two lines rigidly rotate. However when dipolarization438
is involved when magnetospheric population rotates from Ams to Bms , the reconfigured439
magnetic field line (black) would connect the magnetospheric Bms to B′ion in the iono-440
sphere instead of the original Bion. Since the footpoint changes from Aion to B′ion when441
Ams rotates to Bms , the ionospheric counterpart therefore has a lower angular velocity442
than the magnetospheric counterpart. As a consequence, we would expect auroral inten-443
sification region to rotate at a lower angular velocity than its magnetospheric source, i.e.,444
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dipolarization. The divergence of footpoints (Bion and B′ion) in the ionosphere illustrated445
by the blue curve, which is produced by the formation of field-aligned currents and de-446
crease of radial currents in the magnetosphere. We stress the importance of carefully com-447
paring phenomena with different temporal scales. The transient phenomena often involve448
ongoing dynamics that change the connecting relations between the magnetosphere and449
ionosphere. By understanding the different angular velocities between these signatures, we450
could also potentially improve Saturn’s magnetic model.451
Although corotation of the dipolarized site could potentially well explain the recur-452
rent nature of dipolarization and the associated subcorotating auroral region, corotation of453
the dipolarization might be in conflict with ion flows derived from Cassini’s particle in-454
struments that are well below rigid corotating velocity [Mcandrews et al., 2009; Thomsen455
et al., 2010, 2014]. We would like to point out that the subcorotations of magnetospheric456
sources (i.e., ENA emission and ion flow) are only average descriptions, while it remains457
mysterious why individual cases significantly vary. Thomsen et al. [2010] also show that458
different ion species (i.e., proton and water group) rotates at different angular velocities,459
which also vary with distance. It is then reasonable to assume a different angular veloc-460
ity for electrons. In plasma environments, electrons are usually the most important cur-461
rent carriers and are also most likely frozen onto magnetic fields. Analysis of generalised462
Ohm’s law with comprehensive measurements from magnetic field, plasma momentum463
and electric field is crucial to understand how ions and electrons are frozen onto magnetic464
fields [Yao et al., 2017e].465
3.2 PPO modulation on magnetospheric dynamics466
Modulation from PPO was clearly identified at all three events presented in this467
study. Since the recurrent dipolarization event re-appearred after about one planetary ro-468
tation, therefore, each dipolarization shall be observed at a similar phase of PPO. It is un-469
clear whether the dipolarization signature is caused by PPO’s modulation.470
PPO can not only produce periodic motion of Saturn’s plasma sheet at nightside [Ar-471
ridge et al., 2011], but also cause periodic variations in the thickness of Saturn’s nightside472
plasma sheet. However, there is no evidence that the modulation of plasma sheet motion473
or thickness can produce efficient particle acceleration, particularly for the 100s keV popu-474
lation. Even we assume that PPO could trigger reconnection and current disruption, how-475
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ever, this cannot explain why one planetary rotation later, the pre-condition are the same476
(Figure 2b for event 1). If PPO triggered a reconnection and current disruption at a cer-477
tain modulation phase (e.g., Jackman et al. [2016b]), after one planetary rotation period,478
there is no reason to assume a same thin current sheet condition for current disruption and479
reconnection again. The blue curve in Figure 2b was unperturbed at the same phase of480
PPO, which also suggests that the later recurrent dipolarization is not purely a PPO mod-481
ulation, otherwise there should be a similar decrease of Br on the blue curve at the same482
phase of PPO. Internal processes (e.g., plasma instabilities) or external effects (e.g., the483
solar wind) may have influence in causing the observed recurrent Br decrease.484
If PPO produces dipolarization and the consequent aurora, then aurora should ro-485
tate with the same angular velocity as PPO (i.e., rigid rotation) but not only about 50%486
to 60% percent. If a source in the subcorotating magnetosphere causes the auroral in-487
tensification, then the auroral breakup region shall not rotate faster than the magneto-488
sphere when considering the reconfiguration of magnetic field during auroral precipitation,489
which however is not supported by previous observations of ions and ENA. Thomsen et al.490
[2014] presented a statistical distribution of azimuthal ion velocity at different distance,491
and found that ion velocity remains roughly 100 km/s above 20 RS , which correspond to492
∼ 30% to 50% of planetary rigid corotation at 20 to 30 RS . Either way, there exists fun-493
damental conflict.494
By checking the relative phases of the PPO for each event, and we were surprised495
to find that all the events were observed with North phases at around 90 deg, and South496
phases at around 300 deg, in which plasma and field lines are displaced inward and the497
current sheet would thick. Both effects are not favorable for reconnection, plasmoid or498
dipolarization to occur, which is opposite to the findings in Jackman et al. [2016a]. Clearly499
the events presented in this paper are not supported by PPO-modulation on reconnection500
(or dipolarization), while it remains unclear what controlled these processes. We would501
like to remind that we do not consider the inconsistency with PPO-phase is a strong con-502
flict with the discovery in Jackman et al. [2016a], as we here report on dipolarization503
events while their research was about plasmoid. As we mentioned, the relations amongst504
dipolarization, reconnection and plasmoid could be extremely complicated.505
Neither corotation of dipolarized region, nor PPO triggering dipolarization could506
fully explain the recurrent dipolarization phenomena reported in this paper. The two pro-507
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cesses shall together involved, while it is unclear whether the two mechanisms could co-508
operate to produce such process. It requires further investigations on the two potential509
mechanisms, particularly with a combined view from other datasets, e.g, ENA and auro-510
ral emissions.511
4 Summary512
Magnetic dipolarization describes a reconfiguration of magnetic geometry from513
stretched magnetic field lines to more dipolar field lines. The change of magnetic field514
suggests a current system evolution, i.e., magnetospheric currents divert into the iono-515
sphere, and is usually accompanied by precipitation of energetic electrons into the iono-516
sphere and atmosphere. Therefore, magnetospheric dipolarization process is usually con-517
sidered as an indicator of the magnetospheric dynamics for generating auroral intensifica-518
tions in planetary polar regions. Although many pieces of evidence demonstrate the con-519
nections amongst these transient phenomena, we shall notice that details on their relations520
are far from understood.521
Using measurements from multiple instruments onboard the Cassini spacecraft, we522
report recurrent type of dipolarization with three events. Our main results are summarised523
below.524
(1) We reported three pairs of dipolarization events each reappeared by one plane-525
tary rotation period.526
(2) We report dipolarization events (i.e., event 2) that exist at the dayside magneto-527
sphere.528
(3) Energetic electrons or ions are observed in all the three recurrent dipolarization529
events. In event 1 and 3, electrons were accelerated to 100s keV. In event 2 and 3, ener-530
getic ions were detected mostly at 10s keV, although 100 - 300 keV ions were also de-531
tected in event 2.532
In our discussion, we compared two potential mechanisms (i.e., corotation and PPO533
modulation) in generating the recurrent dipolarization events, however each of them re-534
mains inconsistent with some previous measurements. What produced the recurrent dipo-535
larization remains mysterious. Corotation of dipolarization site could well explain the536
reappear of energetic particles, while it is unclear why or how the site remain structured537
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after one planetary rotation. The hypothesis of corotating dipolarization site also leads538
to a crisis to understand the well-known subcorotating plasma flows revealed by previous539
plasma dataset. This crisis does not exist in the other mechanism, i.e., the PPO modula-540
tion. However, PPO picture only provides a modulation of magnetic field outside of 10541
RS , while does not directly involve particle acceleration up to 30 RS . Moreover, the rel-542
ative phases of the PPO in all the three events correspond to thick and displaced inward543
plasma, which are not favorable for magnetic reconnection, plasmoid and dipolarization to544
occur.545
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Figure 1. Overview of magnetic fields and plasma measurements on August 07, 2009. Two dipolarization
processes are marked by the vertical dashed black lines. (a-c) the magnetic fields are in KRTP coordinates.
(d) ion differential energy flux from CAPS-SNG. (e) electron differential energy flux from CAPS-ELS. (f)



















































(b) 06-Aug/13:00UT - 21:00UT07-Aug/00:00UT - 08:00UT07-Aug/11:00UT - 19:00UT
Figure 2. Comparison of the background (blue), DP1 (black) and DP2 (red) events. (a) Overview of the
one-minute resolution magnetic field between 06 August and 08 August, and (b) superimposed plots of
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Figure 3. Overview of magnetic fields and plasma measurements on February 06, 2009. The format is the
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Figure 4. Overview of magnetic fields and plasma measurements on September 19, 2010. The format of
Figure 4(a-g) is the same as Figure 1. Figure 4h shows the derived ion velocity by numerical integration of











































Figure 5. (a) A sequence of aurora images from 08:53 UT to 11:53 UT (separated by one hour between
each two) on DOY 129, 2008. (b) Local time distribution of integrated auroral intensity between 68 and 76
deg latitudes for the four images in Figure 3a. (c, d) The profiles of 08:53 UT, 09:53 UT and 10:53 UT are

























The formation of M-I current system drags back










Figure 6. Illustration of relations between aurora breakup and magnetospheric sources. (a) how local time
of dipolarization and aurora change with time. The red dashed line indicates rigid planetary rotation, the solid
blue line shows local time of dipolarization site changes with time, and the orange cloud indicates the local
time of enhanced aurora site changing with time.(b) how the footpoint of magnetospheric source changes
during the development of auroral current system, in the view from the north pole of Saturn. The two red
curves (Ams-Aion and Bms-Bion) represent two field lines in a steady-state magnetospheric configuration, the
Ams-Aion field line would naturally rotates to Bms-Bion if there is no reconfiguration of magnetic field. Dur-
ing auroral intensification period, the magnetic field Bms-Bion would evolve into the black curve (Bms-B′ion)
during and after dipolarization due to the formation of the magnetosphere-ionosphere current system. During
this process, the footpoint of a corotating magnetospheric source would subcorotate with the planet, due to
the changing geometry of magnetic field lines that connect the magnetosphere and ionosphere. Therefore, the
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The formation of M-I current system drags back
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